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Nest Collection in Wood 

The line between home and public spaces is 
increasingly blurred, and the Nest Collection in 
Wood is a prime example of pieces that bring 
the comforts of home into our everyday lives. 
Inspired by the way people convene and work, this 
collection is intended to contribute to casual and 
collaborative spaces that are as stylish as they
are comfortable.



Curving Comfort

The rounded shapes of the Nest Collection are 
expressive of Nordic design while making for an 
extremely comfortable place to work or relax. The 
curved back and seat of the chair and sofa wrap 
around you with a supportive embrace, while the 
wooden legs bring warmth and a classic appeal to 
the design.



A Seat at the Table

Any seat is a good seat when it’s paired with the 
exquisitely cra!ed Nest Wood Tables. Whether 
used in a lounge, café, or meeting setting, the 
warmth and texture of these pieces exudes quality 
and timelessness. Find the right size to suit your 
space from 6 di"erent options in solid soaped oak.

Meeting Table Café Table Side Table
Available in Small/Large

Co!ee Table
Available in Small/Large
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All in the Family

Carry the comfort and high-design of the Nest 
Collection in Wood throughout any space with the 
addition of the metal models, as well as options for 
highback easy chair options. The iconic rounded 
look #ows through each design, creating a 
consistent and eye-catching aesthetic in any 
modern space.



Feel at Home in Nest

With an expansive assortment of chairs, sofas, and tables, the Nest Collection will bring the warmth of home 
into any public space.

For the most up-to-date product information, please visit hightoweraccess.com.

hightoweraccess.com
@hightowergroup

MODELS:

This product has one or more sustainable attributes. Refer to hightoweraccess.com/sustainability for more information.

Co"ee Table
Small & Large

Available

Side Table
Small & Large

Available

Café TableMeeting Table

Nest Easy Sofa Nest Easy XL Nest Easy Lounge Nest Ottoman

Low Chair Low Sofa Large Cushion Small Cushion
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